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Abstract— Gene Ontology (GO) is an important
bioinformat ics scheme to unify the representation of
gene and gene product attributes across all species.
Measuring similarity or distance between GO terms is a
key step for determining hidden relationship between
genes. The notion of similarity between GO terms is a
usual step in knowledge d iscovery related tasks. In
literature various similarity measures between GO
terms have been proposed. We have introduced a novel
similarity measure scheme to improve three
conventional similarity measures to reduce their
limitat ions. The salient feature of the proposed GO
Semantic Similarity (gSemSim) measure is its ability to
show more realistic similarity between concepts in
perspective of do main knowledge. A co mparative result
with other technique has also been presented that
showing an improved contextual meaning o f the
proposed semantic similarity. Th is study is expected to
assist the community of bio informaticians in the
selection of better similarity measure required for
correct annotations of genes in gene ontology.

Index Terms— Semantic Similarity Measures, IntraOntology Similarity, Gene Annotation

I.

Introduction

P The notion of similarity measure for Gene
Ontology (GO) terms is an important step towards
knowledge discovery in b ioinformat ics domain data.
GO is developed by the identification of genome
elements and by marking b iological information of the
Copyright © 2013 MECS

elements on the genomes [1]. GO is organized as a
directed acyclic graph where each term has defined
relationships to one or more other terms in the same
domain or to other do mains. GO contains three
orthogonal taxono mies or aspect, that hold terms
describing the attributes of mo lecular function,
biological p rocess and cellular co mponent for a gene
product. Molecular function based GO is related to the
investigation of genomic elemental activit ies of a gene
with the scope of mo lecular level. It also involved
regulation and interactions expression. Binding or
catalysis is a notable examp le of mo lecular function in
GO. The cellular co mponent in GO is mostly concerned
with organelles and their structure within cell and
extracellular environ ment. The b iological process in GO
is related to the operational activities within tissues,
organism and cells.
Gene ontology is originally based on annotations
(manual or electronic) and classificat ion of the do main
specific terms. The huge volume o f informat ion related
to gene has motivated scientist to exp loit the
computational techniques
to
build
electronic
annotations in a faster way. However, software tools are
not sufficient for such purpose therefore expert ise of
human with do main knowledge may also be an
inevitable and additional requirement for gene
annotation. Manual annotation of genes is primarily an
area of hu man expertise of the relevant domain. This
kind o f annotation is also known as curation [ 2]. On the
other hand, electronic annotation is performed by
computing tools. None of the approach is sufficient if
performed independently. The reason behind this fact is
that both of the techniques are complementary to each
other in the same annotation series of processes. To
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perform electronic annotations, a variety of software
tools has been developed and is in use. So me notable
PSI-BLAST [3], tools include FatiGO tool wh ich
address the distribution of GO terms for two sets of
genes [4]; decision tree based phenotype annotation
extration tool [5]; Similarity score with PSI-BLAST [6].
All of these approaches are limited to only GO
annotation and did not include semantic similarity.
Hu man Genome Project [7] is a notable pro ject in this
context. In this project the genome sequences of a lot of
organism including human have been completed.
However there is still a lot more to be investigated.
Validation of electronic annotations is made by their
matching to manual annotations exactly or to their
corresponding ancestors. The level of match or
similarity corroborates the correctness of electronic
annotations.
Measuring similarity or distance between gene
annotations is a mandatory requirement for calcu lating
the correlat ion between genes. This helps in gene
expression as well as gene classification. There are a
number of similarity measuring techniques to infer the
correlation between GO terms [2]. Assessment of
semantic similarity enables not only to infer knowledge
but also sort out items according to their respective
classes. Such similarities measures are significant when
it is difficult to extrapolate the prominent and relevant
properties of GO terms. Keeping in view the role of
semantic similarity in various domains, some models
have been proposed [8]. So me notable models related to
our study include geometric and feature-based models.
The geometric models are related to the metric space
organized into different dimension. On the other hand,
the feature based models corroborate characteristics of
objects while considering similarity as a function of
disjunctive and common features [8].
A number of measures [9, 10, 11, 2] were introduced
to incorporate the similarity between ontologies defined
by various kinds of description logics; however they
had not been able to address the expressivity of actual
context between two concepts. Based on the literature
review investigated, our study is focused towards
introduction of a new semantic similarity measure. We
have improved semantic similarity measures proposed
by Resnik et al., [9], and Lin et al, [11]. In this study,
we have also presented a qualitative and quantitative
comparative evaluation of our proposed measure to
semantic similarity measure GraSM demonstrated by
Cuoto et al. [9] which is a graph based common
disjunctive ancestor semantic similarity measure. Major
challenge in our study is to improve the identificat ion of
the similarity between GO terms. This study is expected
to assist the community of b io informatics in selection
of the best similarity measure for manual or electronic
annotations of genes producing gene ontology.
We can divide the evaluation of the similarity
measure techniques for GO in t wo dimensions:
Coherent and Incoherent. The first dimension evaluates
Copyright © 2013 MECS
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ontology design and its potential for finding and
calculating the information content of all the co mmon
ancestors between two terms in rich knowledge
representation. The second dimension (Incoherent)
evaluates the information content of non common
parents of both the terms within the directed acyclic
graph of ontology. We set the benchmark fo r the
verification of similarity measure techniques of GO
terms. While considering the ontology as a directed
acyclic graph, our interest lies in co mparison of two
concepts at a time (pair-wise co mparison). Our p rocess
for the evaluation consists of following four activities:
1. Determine all the parent nodes of the two concepts
whose similarity measurement is required.
2. Co mpute the in formation content of the co mmon
ancestors to show the coherence between the
concepts.
3. Calculate the information content based on the
number of non common ancestors of both the terms
representing the incoherence between the concepts.
4. Inference on the ratio of the common ancestors to
non common ancestors for the co mputation of the
similarity.
The contribution of our study includes analysis and
comparison of four schemes for pair wise semantic
similarity measure of GO terms as per the benchmark.
We performed the analysis on a sample dataset taken
fro m GO [1]. Our analysis indicates that the proposed
scheme, gSemSim, outperforms the existing schemes.
The rest of the paper is organized in five sections. In
section 2, we have identified characteristics and
mathematical formulat ion of various similarity
measures relevant to this study. In section 3, we have
mentioned related work in literature review of semantic
similarity measures. We then introduce gSemSim, our
proposed measure in section 4. For validation, we
illustrated our experimental setup and evaluation
methodology and its results in co mparison to other
measures on a sample gene ontology data set in Section
5 followed by concluding remarks in section 6.

II.

Case Study for Evaluati on

As given in the literature, so me of the tools have been
developed based upon the schemes. In these projects,
majority of the similarity measures have been exploited
the semantic network-like representation of the
ontology which is a directed acyclic graph; we also
have focused on this graph structure representation as
shown in Fig. 1.
In order to g ive a detailed insight into the problem
formulat ion mentioned in the prev ious section, we
evaluated the semantic similarity measures for four
terms tested in five pairs. The rat ionale behind this
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small data set was the objective to highlight the
problems associated with other techniques mentioned in
the literature. The same evaluation technique can be
applied to a larger data set as well. The Fig. 1 is a part
of gene ontology taken fro m GO [1]. The part of this

DA G under experiment is related to muscular
development concepts and its hierarch ies. The array of
this information content is subjected to the calculation
of the Share between two concepts. Cuoto et al. [2] has
formally defined these terminologies such as:

Fig. 1: Part of subgraph of GO terms. [1]

Frequency of a concept, C, is determined by number
of decedents of C including the concept itself. This
denotes that frequency of a concept at higher level of
DA G is higher as compared to their descendant. This
value would be one for each of the leaf node concept. In
the formal way, the frequency can be stated as follows
in equation (1):

Freq(C )  {Occur (Ci ) | C  Anc(Ci )}

(1)

The root node of each DAG will have the highest
frequency. The probability of a concept would be a rat io
between frequencies of the concept to the max
frequency as defined in equation (2). Th is eventually
result range of probability between 0 and 1.

CommonAnc (C1 , C2 ) 
Anc(C1 )  Anc(C2 )

(4)

Share of IC is calculated by taking the highest
informat ion content value among all of the co mmon
ancestors. This value is a foundation for determination
of semantic similarity measure.

Share(C1, C2 ) 
Max{IC(a) | a  CommonAnc(C1, C2 )}

(5)

T able 1: Statistical Information of Subgraph of GO T erms
GO Term

Freq

Probability

IC

GO:0048856

13

1

0

(2)

GO:0048731

8

0.615384615

0.700439718

Information Content (IC) is measured by taking
logarith mic value o f probability of a concept as given in
equation (3). The negative sign is used to convert the
log value into positive because negative information
content is meaningless and every number s maller than 1
always deliver negative value on taking its logarithm.

GO:0009888

2

0.153846154

2.700439718

GO:0009653

2

0.153846154

2.700439718

GO:0055123

2

0.153846154

2.700439718

GO:0072359

2

0.153846154

2.700439718

GO:0048513

3

0.230769231

2.115477217

GO:0061061

2

0.153846154

2.700439718

(3)

GO:0048565

1

0.076923077

3.700439718

The equation (3) shows that higher the probability,
lower will be the information content. So the
informat ion content of root node would always be zero.
Co mmon Ancestors is merely an intersection between
sets of ancestors of both of the concepts C1 and C2 as
given in the following equation (4).

GO:0072358

1

0.076923077

3.700439718

GO:0060537

1

0.076923077

3.700439718

GO:0007517

1

0.076923077

3.700439718

GO:0009887

1

0.076923077

3.700439718

Pr ob(C )  Freq(C ) max Freq

IC(C )  Log(Pr ob(C))
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Table 1 is the tabulated format of the Fig. 1. It shows
the various gene ontology terms annotated along with
other statistical data. Frequency, Probability and
Information Content (IC) for each GO term has been
computed using equation (1, 2 and 3). We have selected
four terms GO:0048565, GO:0072358, GO:0007517
and GO:0009887 for which we are to compute the pairwise similarity measure apply ing all the techniques. We
shall identify these GO terms as T 1 , T2 , T3 , and T4
respectively.
The go term (T4 ) GO:000988 organ mo rphogenesis
can be described as the process in which anatomical
structures are generated and organized [ 1]. Muscle
Organ Develop ment wh ich is shown by accession
number GO:0007571 (T3 ) is the process responsible for
causing cellular metabolis m. Th is causes the reduction
in the protein synthesis ability of a cell [ 1]. The term
(T1 ) GO:0048565 is related to gut development. While
the term (T2 ) GO:0072358 cardiovascular system
development is related to the process with specific
outcome of cardio related organ fro m its init ial
formation to mature state.

III. Related Work
Resnik et al., [9] proposed semantic similarity
measures which exp lored the information content of the
most informat ive common ancestor. In this technique
the similarity measure was much related to the
mo lecular function GO annotations. They argued that
this similarity measure is quite simp le like the edge
counting method while non sensitive to the problem of
changing link distances. Moreover they described that
their similarity measure has a provision of adaptation of
static knowledge structures to various contexts. The
similarity as shown in following equation (6) is the
simp lest share formu la for the informat ion content of
two concepts.

SimRe snik (C1, C2 )  Share (C1, C2 )

(6)

Jiang et al. [10] defined a semantic similarity
measure wh ich was incorporated on distance measure.
This distance measure was aimed towards calculating
the difference between the information content of the
concepts and the informat ion content of their most
informat ive co mmon ancestor. Given two concepts C1
and C2 , semantic similarity proposed by Jiang and
Conrath is determined by the reciprocal value of
distance measure between two concepts as depicted by
the following equation (7).

Dist jc (C1, C2 ) 

IC(C1 )  IC(C2 )  2  Share(C1, C2 )

(7)

The equation (7) shows the distance between two
concepts which involves the IC values of each o f the
concept and share informat ion content of both of the
concepts. Equation (8) calculates the similarity value
Copyright © 2013 MECS
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between two concepts which is indirect ly calcu lated by
means of distance between these concepts.

Sim jc (C1 , C2 )  1 Dist jc (C1 , C2 )  1

(8)

Lin et al., [11] defined a semantic similarity measure
which is the ratio of the information content of the most
informat ive co mmon ancestor to the information
content of both the concepts. Lin described semantic
similarity as the ratio between Common Share of
informat ion content to information content of each of
the concepts C1 and C2 formally described by the
equation (9).

SimLin (C1, C2 ) 
2  Share(C1, C2 )  [ IC(C1 ), IC(C2 )]1

(9)

Cuoto et al. [2] proposed a graph based similarity
measures which serve as an extension to the Lin, Resnik,
Jiang and Conrath’s measures. They also argued that
finding a disjunctive co mmon ancestor leads to reveal
that at least one of the terms has unique interpretation in
comparison to the other terms. Such calculat ions turn
these terms less similar. GraSM [2] considers the less
informat ive common ancestor resulting in lower
similarities than the orig inal. It was discussed in
literature that Couto inquired into the value of share
which p lays a pivoted ro le in co mputation of semantic
similarity between two concepts. They described that by
taking in account the less informative co mmon ancestor,
GraSM yields lower value of similarity as compared to
the original measures. They presented it formally as in
the following equation (10):

ShareGraSM (C1, C2 ) 

{IC(a) | a  CommonDisjAnc(C1, C2 )}

(10)

They also argued that Resnik’s measure attained
substantial correlation in the mo lecular function
prospects but exhib iting feeb le correlation in the aspects
of bio logical process. They concluded that the reason
behind this non uniformity was high GO similarity
between pair of p rotein with low sequence similarity;
moreover proteins exh ibit ing same b iological ro le do
not ineluctably share similar sequence.
Hirst et al., [12] introduced the idea of similarity
relatedness known as Hirst and St-Onge measure which
is based upon the computation of the path length in a
graph. They described that if the synonym sets of two
concepts are connected by a path in the graph then it
implies that both of the concepts have relatedness to
each other. The degree of similarity lies in the length of
the path. The shorter the path, the more closer both of
the concepts are to each other. They also described that
the path which alters its direction too often denote less
similarity relatedness between two concepts. However,
if we investigate Hirst and St-Onge measure in context
of gene ontology, its effectiveness is arguable because
in gene ontology most of the concepts are forming large
number of paths while exhib iting alterat ion in paths
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many a times. The long path can enables the domain
expert mo re effectively to infer their relatedness with
other terms. So it can be argued that Hirst and St-Onge
measure may be effect ive in other do main but not in
gene ontology.
Amir et al., [13] proposed a technique to compute
distance between two attribute values with same
attribute in unsupervised learning where unexpected
outcome emanate out of unknown origins of
informat ion. They highlighted that similarity between
two attributes is primarily a function of their affiliation
with other attributes. They showed that computational
cost of determining similarity between two attribute
values is linear with respect to volume of data object set.
They examined their distance measure with K -mode
clustering algorith m over categorical data objects. Ganti
et al. [14] illustrated the concept of similarity for
categorical data objects. They described it formally as
follows:
Let

x1 , x2  A j  y  Ak

If ( x1 , y ) and ( x2 , y ) are strongly related then it
implies that both x1 , x2 are similar with reference
to

Ak

Pesquita et al., [15, 16] demonstrated that the
evaluation of similarity measures in domain of gene
ontology is an exigent but tough task due to non
existence of any co mmon standard of evaluation. They
presented an online tool CESSM fo r the automated
evaluation of gene ontology based on semantic
similarity measures. They described that this tool can
make a co mparison based on the sequence, protein
family and enzy me class similarity. Pesquita et al., [15,
16] argued that despite availability of many semantic
similarity measures being used in the domain of gene
ontology, it is not strongly evident which one of them is
best suited for the gene products annotation. They also
pointed out that it is still much debatable in the research
community on the valid ity of electronic annotation in
context of semantic similarity calculations. They also
illustrated that the relationship between sequence
similarity and semantic is non linear wh ile it can be
approximated by means of a rescaled normal
cumulative distribution function.
Rodr´ıguez and Egenhofer [17] introduced matchingdistance similarity measure for evaluating semantic
similarity in recognition of geographical objects. Their
technique was based on idea of feature based classes
with contextual considerations. They claim that their
results show good correlation with domain expert’s
evaluation of the concepts. Lord et al., [18 19] inquired
into the effectiveness of the semantic similarity
measures on gene ontology. Their study was a
comparison between GO similarity and their related
sequence similarity. They demonstrated that both of
these similarities are related to each other in a bio logical
Copyright © 2013 MECS

domain. Ho wever it can be argued that their claim was
not consistent for various prospects of gene ontology.
Keßler [20] reported that context has a substantial
role in measuring the similarity between two concepts.
However, the context has been mostly ignored in
theories of modeling existent similarity measurements
[20]. They inquired into the influence of context in
existent similarity measurements in the geospatial
domain. As similarity is a measurement between entity
types which is a visual or tangible rendering of someone
or something known as concepts in hu man minds. The
similarity is perceived on what is stated in terms of
computational representation about these types. These
facts eventually corroborate the idea that most similarity
measures are incapable of being co mpared. Keßler [15]
also argued that other than the issue of representation,
context is another prime challenge fo r similarity
judgments.
Ricklefs and Blo mqvist [21] stated that Informat ion
Retrieval System is usually directed towards statistical
methods while the semantic web advises more
knowledge intensive approaches. They described that
very few experiments have been performed to display
the pros and cons of certain similarity measures in the
domain of related to real-world problems. Raftopoulou
and Petrakis [22] classified the similarity measures in
three categories; edge-based, informat ion-content-based
and feature-based approaches. Information-contentbased approaches have a wider scope as they can also
be used for corpus of texts or such related informat ion.
The feature-based methods rely on the concise
explanation of property defin itions of the concepts [22].
Ricklefs and Blo mqvist [21] focused only the edge
based semantic similarity.
Adnan et al., [23] described a quantifiable ranking
formulat ion in ontology searching. Their scheme was
aimed towards providing the measure for inter ontology
similarity. They proposed a ranking system to measure
ranking between two concepts in different ontologies in
similar domain in their ontology search engine,
OntoFetcher. They defined the concept of similarity
and dissimilarity between two concepts while providing
a complete ran king system. However, they did not
consider measuring similarity of intra ontology
concepts.

IV. Proposed Scheme: gSemSim
In this section we shall describe our work in detail. In
previous sections, it was highlighted that the objective
of this study is to measure the similarity between gene
ontology in context of its corresponding domain
knowledge. In previous research work [9, 10, 11, 2] we
examined that similarity measure was applied to a
specific task without incorporation of human judgment.
This study harbored human judgment to the quality of
the relevance assessments by the computation
techniques. gSemSim imp roves semantic similarity of
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the concepts in the context of its domain knowledge. As
a first step, this technique computes the array of
informat ion content of all ancestors between two terms.
In the next step, it identifies all co mmon ancestors for
both terms followed by su mming up their respective
informat ion content. We proposed that if Share value is
replaced by the ratio of both of these values then it
gives better result as compared to GraSM. Fo rmally, we
can define our similarity measure as: Given t wo
concepts C1 and C2 , the share of the info rmation content
between two concepts in a directed acyclic graph is:

CmnAnc(C1 , C2 ) 

 IC (C

x

) : C x  Anc (C1 )

37

Equation (11) describes the set of all co mmon
ancestors Cx of both of the concepts C1 and C2.
Equation (12) indicates the set of all ancestors Cx
related to any of the concepts C1 or C2. Equation 13 is
formulated fro m equation (11) and equation (12)
showing the novel share of the contents for similarity
value. Intuitively we would state that this is a ratio
between intersections of two sets to the union of same
two sets. This ratio keeps ensure that the depth of the
DA G is considered as well as the entire related
informat ion concept for the g iven two concepts. We
shall explain mathemat ical observation of equation (13)
by an applying it on the dataset in table 1 in the next
section.

C x  Anc (C2 )
 C x  {C1 , C2 }

(11)

AllAnc (C1 , C2 ) 

 IC (C

x

) : C x  Anc (C x )
 C1  Anc (C2 )

Share(C1 , C2 ) 

 C x  {C1 , C2 }

(12)

AlA (C1 , C2 )
CmA (C1 , C2 )

(13)

V.

Results

In previous sections, we formulated mathemat ical
equations describing the idea of gSemSim. We
computed share and similarity measure using the
equation (5) to equation (13) on the dataset in table 1.
Fig. 2 showing the comparison of gSemSim to technique
by
Resnik
and
modified
Resnik
version
(Resnik_GraSM).

Fig. 2: Comparison of gSemSim with Resnik and Resnik_GraSM

Fig. 3: Comparison of gSemSim with Lin and Lin_GraSM

Copyright © 2013 MECS
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Cuoto argued that in order to improve the correlation,
less informative co mmon ancestors are assumed to be
preferable. Genes with co mmon functions are likely to
demonstrate correlated expression levels, which can be
used to categorize data sets of interacting genes
obtained fro m microarray data. Cuoto et al. [ 2]
performed their experiment and provided their result for
evidence. Nonetheless, we are not impressed by such
statement as if less informat ive common ancestors are
preferable then there are many cases when misleading
similarities between concepts arises. This fact is
highlighted in Fig. 2 where pair wise similarity among
various terms was shown same for both of the
techniques.

However when we change the Share value, it gives
different results for different pairs. Fig. 2, 3 and 4 depict
the result to the problem shown in case study section.
According to the result set similarity between all of the
four pair wise terms was constant for conventional
techniques including Resink, Lin, JC and their
extension GraSM. This result set was quite arguable as
the similarity between d ifferent terms is surely d ifferent.
However our results illustrate that similarity between
term T1 and T2 is mo re than the similarity between term
T1 and T4 . It can be explained by the fact that the
concept of digestive tract development (T 1 ) is more
related towards cardiovascular system development (T 2 )
as compared to organ morphogenesis (T 4 ).

Fig. 4: Similarity Score by JC and JC_GraSM

The cardiovascular system co mmence to its
development and formation in the third week of
gestation, whereas the gut start to begin at the sixteenth
day of human development in the embryo. Fro m these
descriptions of bio logical process, it is evident that the
term T1 and T2 are more related in context of biological
process because both of them co mmence out in embryo
in early weeks of embryo settlement. Both falls in the
same fo lder process wise. On the other hand the term T 3
and T4 are more related to each other as both are closely
anatomical structures and share more co mmon
informat ion as compared to term T 1 and T2 . The same
fact is true in case of term T 2 and T3 where similarity
should be lower than the similarity between terms T 1 , T2
and T3 , T4 .
A careful examination of Fig. 2 and 3 positively
indicates that our proposed measuring scheme gSemSim
delivers better improvement for Resnik and Lin
measures; yet for JC similarity scheme, the values of
gSemSim are not impressive enough.

VI. Conclusion
When analyzed the evaluation results in prev ious
section, the following conclusions can be drawn out.
Four semantic similarity approaches investigated in this
study embark on their limitations over a sample dataset
of gene ontology. This leads us to introduce a novel
Copyright © 2013 MECS

semantic measure gSemSim based on the ratio between
intersection and union of ancestors of two concepts.
This strategy ensures the inclusion of their context in
much better and refined way. This measure will be
helpful in investigating the final impact of the
correlation
or cohesion
resulting
fro m the
implementation of the similarity measures. At the same
time, this measure will also be helpful in coping with
the limitations found in relative performance to other
similarity measures used by research community. The
careful examinat ion and analysis of the results can
substantiate that the proposed scheme gSemSim has
seriously improved the semantic similarity measures as
compared to Resnik, and Lin measures. In this study,
we have also presented a qualitative and quantitative
comparative evaluation of our proposed measure to the
semantic similarity measure GraSM presented by Cuoto
which is a graph based common disjunctive ancestor
semantic similarity measure. This study is expected to
assist the community of bio informatics in the selection
of best similarity measure for annotations of gene
ontology.
We can identify the future work in at least two
dimensions. The first dimension is related to
implementing the scheme to perform exhaustive
experimentation on large dataset publicly available
because it is hard to make large number o f calcu lations
manually for large dataset. The second dimension is
related to the co mp lete evaluation of the result set and
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computation of the recall values of the in formation gain.
The overall result will be evaluated by the domain
expert in order to validate the results.
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